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ABSTRACT: Background: Protein-protein interaction (PPI) databases have become major sources to study
networks and cellular pathways, which can be utilized to get invaluable information in biomedical researches.
There are some public PPI databases have already deposited the large amount of experimentally verified
interactions from literatures using different curation policies. Our aim was to evaluate to what extent common
human proteins' topological features have correlations between these databases. Methods: Five major public PPI
databases (DIP, MINT, HPRD, IntAct and BIND) obtained from Cytoscap. Using statistical analysis such as
calculation of Correlation coefficients, seven topological features of some common human proteins were
compared between these databases. Results: The results showed that some medium and weak significant
correlations of shared proteins' topological features were between five databases, and one robust correlation for
degree was found between HPRD and BIND (Spearman's rank r = 0.79, P = 0) databases. Conclusions: Several
lines of evidence indicated that PPI data have been reported according to different organizing strategies of
databases; as a result, this issue may affect the structure of derived PPI networks. Probably because of this
reason, our results confirm this point that topological features of proteins in current human PPI networks are
highly network dependent.
Keywords: Protein-Protein Interaction, PPI, Databases, Topological Features, System Biology.

INTRODUCTION
Varieties of cellular processes are carried out by groups of proteins that interact with each other [1].
Understanding of these groups is a vital step to discover the complicated molecular interactions within cells [2,
3], and the abnormalities in protein interactions often lead to disease phenotypes. Recently, exploration of
interactions between proteins encoded by disease genes in the human protein-protein interaction (PPI) network
has been considered as one of the major and powerful approaches to reveal the molecular mechanisms
underlying the complex diseases [4-6]. Therefore, the experimental detection of protein–protein interactions has
been regarded as one of the major research field in system biology with promising applications in medicine [7,
8].
Various PPI networks have been constructed from compiling the data of studies which designed to characterize
experimentally protein–protein interactions [9-12]. In order to get biological information, several networks'
properties have been investigated. Network topology has a prominent role in understanding network architecture
and performance [13]. Indeed, the organizational principles of biological systems have been described by
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analyzing of topological properties of PPI networks [13, 14]. The results of several studies indicated that diseases
proteins have some differences in topological properties compared with the non-diseases proteins [15-17].
Different experimental techniques have been recently used to detect physical interactions between proteins [18,
19]. It has been in turn obtained an enormous protein–protein interaction data from many small-scale designed
studies, as well as from genome-scale investigations in organisms such as bacteria, yeast, worm, fly, and human
[11, 20-23]. Therefore, the development of a number of specialized databases has been prompted to curate and
maintain PPI data from the scientific literature and facilitate their availability for scientific community [24].
These databases have independent annotation efforts according to range of their research interests, which
resulted in complementary as well as redundant information. It is worth noting that the different databases apply
different rules for capturing the data and often use different systems for cross-referencing genes and proteins
across biological databases [25, 26].
Considering that, the adoption of the Proteomics Standards Initiative- Molecular Interaction (PSI-MI) which
controlled vocabulary and data structure has been regarded as a major step [27] to create a common framework
for representing PPI data. Although all major PPI databases follow the PSI-MI standard principles, it is only the
first stage. In parallel to this, the IMEx ( the International Molecular Exchange) consortium committed to further
consolidating the PPI data representations and curation policies [28].
These standardization efforts have noticeably facilitated the merging of PPI data, but this goal are impeded by
the different strategies adopted by the databases [28]. For the human interctome, various PPI databases which
report only experimentally verified interactions include protein interaction sets of limited overlap. These
discrepancies could arise from some points such as different literature mining criteria, differences in PPI
incorporation rates from small scale experiments, as well as differences in methods for PPI selection, curation
and updating [25, 28-31]. Therefore, because of inherent heterogeneities in PPI databases, the use of PPI data to
study topological features need more considerations. More worrying is about the way in which PPI information
have been combined from multiple sources to reach more complete interactome, because topological features of
studied proteins might undergo a considerable bias in this strategy.
The object of this study is to compare the topological properties of common human proteins between datasets
derived from five experimentally deposited databases which downloaded from Cytoscape [32]; they are included
of DIP [33], MINT [34], HPRD [35], IntAct [36], BIND [37]. To this end, we used UniProt datasets,
downloaded from Cytoscape, as a validated reference set of nodes to select candidate ones. Two criteria were
considered to select such nodes; first, the nodes had cumulative degree in UniProt PPI dataset and the second,
they were common in all five PPI databases. We analyzed the topological features of those proteins in five
datasets using statistical analysis such as calculation of Correlation coefficients to compare these features
between our selected datasets. We found the different level of significant correlations (weak, medium and one
robust) for selected human proteins' topological features between pair-wise relevant datasets.

METHODS
PPI databases and Proteins
In order to analyze the topological features of human PPIs, we first needed sources of protein-protein interactions
data. We selected five databases which report only experimentally verified interactions. Via the Cytoscape
version3.2, the open source network visualization and analysis software, four PPI databases were downloaded:
DIP (The Database of Interacting Proteins), MINT (Molecular Interaction database), IntAct (the IntAct
molecular interaction database), and BIND (The Biomolecular Interaction Network Database). Since HPRD
(Human Protein Resource Database) database was not uploaded on Cytoscape, we downloaded it from the
original database. At the next step, we selected thirty proteins which were common in all five databases. To
obtain candidate proteins, UniProt dataset was used that involved verified protein interactions (downloaded via
Cytoscape). Two points were considered for selection of the candidate proteins from UniProt. The first point was
the proteins' degree as the proteins which selected from UniProt dataset had cumulative degree. It means that
finally, the proteins have been ranked in increasing order according to their number of interactions. The second,
the proteins were common in the five databases.
Selected topological features and Statistical analysis
Seven topological properties were selected to compare between PPI datasets: 1) the node degree (Ki) represents
the number of links to node i. 2) Average shortest pathlength (ASP) indicates average shortest path between a
node and all the nodes in the PPI network. The Betweenness centrality of node v is calculated as:
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(3)
Where the number of all shortest paths between vertex s and t regarded as ρst, and the number of shortest paths
which passing through a node v out of ρst is ρst(v). Indeed, this formula represents the ratio of the number of
shortest paths passing through vertex v to the number of all shortest paths between s and t. The closeness
centrality Cc (v) of a node v is calculated as:
(4)
The reciprocal of the total distance from a vertex v to all the other vertices in a graph is defined as Closeness
centrality. The clustering coefficient C (v) of a node v is calculated as:
(5)

Where the number of links which connecting the kv neighbors of node v to each other defined as nv. To better
understanding, in this formula, nv reveals the number of triangles which pass via node v, and kv (kv − 1)/2
indicates the total number of triangles which could pass via the node v. Eccentricity of a node v is calculated as:
(6)
This formula implies that eccentricity E (v) of a vertex v is the greatest distance between v and any other vertex
in a graph. The distance of a vertex from the center of a graph is represented by eccentricity of that vertex. The
topological coefficient T (v) of a node v is calculated as:
(7)

where v is defined as a node that shares at least one neighbor with node u, and number of neighbors shared
between node v and node u is represented by the function S (u,v), plus one if there is a direct link between node v
and node u, and g(u) is the number of immediate neighbors node u. The topological coefficient of a node
indicates to what extent this node shares neighbors with other nodes [38, 39].
For statistical analysis, correlations of seven topological features of proteins between five databases were
evaluated by determining Spearman rank correlation coefficients. Both P-value and correlation coefficients were
taken in to account to determine the correlation.

RESULTS
General features of databases and their analyzed average topological properties
In this study, we focused on five databases which considered as major literature-curated sources of PPIs and
downloaded them from Cytoscape. As a first step, some general features of the databases were obtained from
their respective websites (see Table 1). It should mention that BIND database is no longer active, and the
relevant statistics acquired from BIND-translation project and iRefWeb. It seems that original PPIs of BIND
database have been undergone an additional filter according to the goals of aforementioned websites. The
number of human proteins and interactions which deposited on the individual databases was not the same with
the ones downloaded from Cytoscape. It seems this difference is a result of Cytoscape filtering. Among
mentioned databases, the most comprehensive database in terms of individual interactions is IntAct, with about
293,000 interactions from up to1082 different organisms. HPRD have been restricted to human proteins; it
reports about 41,000 unique interactions, whereas IntAct reports about 102,000 unique human protein-protein
interactions.
Table 1: General features of PPI databases.
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Number
of human
Number of
proteins
human
in
Interactions
Cytoscape

DIP

26743

77514

665

74901

4110

6794

5115

MINT

35553

241458

362

16305

8762

26830

6679

HPRD

9673

41,327

1

20,164

9673

41,327

9618

IntAct

82947

292211

1082

32922

15676

101807

13754

*BIND

66754
(33177)

183495
(60770)

1588

unknown

8269
(5347)

15739
(9593)

11837

* The statistics are from BIND translate project and iRefweb
Topological features of proteins in the databases were separately analyzed, and seven ones were selected for our
five datasets (Supplementary file 1). We compared the average of the topological features in each dataset. The
results have been represented on Table 2. The average of each topological feature is nearly in the same range at
every dataset.
Table 2: Average of the topological features for databases

Degree

DIP
5.1

MINT
4.6

HPRD
8.2

IntAct
7.1

BIND
3

Betweenness

0.008

0.003

0.003

0.002

0.014

Ave shortest pathlength

4.12

3.89

4.07

3.37

4.24

Closeness centrality

0.26

0.24

0.26

0.27

0.24

Clustering coefficient

0.09

0.1

0.11

0.09

0.05

Eccentricity

9.53

8.32

9.42

7.41

10.9

Topological coefficient

0.2

0.19

0.2

0.16

0.18

Correlation of topological features
To get more information about the organization of PPIs databases, the correlations of proteins' topological
features between each dataset, regarded as a sample of relevant database, were calculated. Figure 1 shows the
pair-wise correlations of seven topological properties between five selected datasets, and Scatter plots in figure 2
also were delineated to show the results for degree as illustrated forms (see also supplementary file 2). In case of
degree, as the most elementary and interpretable topological feature, we find only one nearly robust significant
correlation between HPRD and BIND (Spearman's rank r = 0.79, P = 0) and some medium significant
correlations between DIP and IntAct (Spearman's rank r = 0.66, P = 0), MINT and HPRD (Spearman's rank r =
0.63, P = 0), MINT and BIND (Spearman's rank r = 0.53 P = 3 × 10-3) and IntAct and BIND (Spearman's rank r
= 0.51 P = 5 × 10-3). There is also nearly weak significant correlation between HPRD and IntAct (Spearman's
rank r = 0.39, P = 33 × 10-3). Betweenness is another topological feature for which also discovered three
medium significant correlations between DIP and IntAct (Spearman's rank r = 0.56, P = 1 × 10-3), MINT and
HPRD (Spearman's rank r = 0.67, P = 0) and HPRD and IntAct (Spearman's rank r = 0.58, P = 1 × 10-3).
Besides, one nearly weak significant relation is between HPRD and BIND (Spearman's rank r = 0.47, P = 9 × 103). For the average shortest Path Length, we also get the following information: a medium significant
relationship between DIP and IntAct (Spearman's rank r = 0.61, P = 0) and two nearly weak significant relations
between MINT and IntAct (Spearman's rank r = 0.43, P = 19 × 10-3) and HPRD and IntAct (Spearman's rank r =
0.45, P = 13 × 10-3). The results for closeness centrality also show three nearly weak significant correlations
between DIP and IntAct (Spearman's rank r = 0.47, P = 1 × 10-2), MINT and IntAct (Spearman's rank r = 0.41, P
= 27 × 10-3) and HPRD and IntAct (Spearman's rank r = 0.46, P = 11 × 10-3). Clustering coefficient is the only
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topological property which has one medium significant correlation between HPRD and IntAct (Spearman's rank
r = 0.53, P = 3 × 10-3). Eccentricity as another property has only three nearly weak significant correlations
between DIP and HPRD (Spearman's rank r = 0.43, P = 18 × 10-3), DIP and IntAct (Spearman's rank r = 0.42, P
= 22 × 10-3) and MINT and IntAct (Spearman's rank r = 0.37, P = 45 × 10-3). Two medium significant
correlations are found for topological coefficient between DIP and IntAct (Spearman's rank r = 0.56, P = 2 × 103) and HPRD and IntAct (Spearman's rank r = 0.56, P = 1 × 10-3), and two nearly weak significant correlations
for DIP and HPRD (Spearman's rank r = 0.39, P = 37 × 10-3) and MINT and HPRD (Spearman's rank r = 0.42, P
= 21× 10-3).
The findings indicate that degree has the maximum number of significant correlations between different datasets
compared with other topological features, and clustering coefficient with only one significant correlation has the
minimum number of significant correlations. The correlation of degree between HPRD and BIND is the only
robust correlation. IntAct shows the most number of correlations for all studied topological features with other
datasets, wherease BIND has the lowest number of correlations with others. Among IMEx contributors, IntAct
and DIP have more number of significant correlations ( four medium and two weak significant correlations), but
MINT has only three weak significant correlations with IntAct. Althogh databses IntAct and HPRD have not
followed the same curation policies, they show some significant correlations (three medium and three weak
significant correaltions) for six topological features.

Figure 1: Pair-wise Spearman correlation coefficients (r) of seven topological features of common proteins
in five datasets derived from their respective databases
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Figure 2: The comparison of degree Scatter plots between five datasets. Plots are representative
of pair-wise correlations of shared proteins' degree between five databases: DIP, MNT, HPRD,
IntAct and BIND
DISCUSSION
Protein-protein interaction networks have been used to gain insight into diseases mechanisms [40, 41], to
determine drug targets [42] and discover novel network-based biomarkers [43]. The careful interpretation of PPI
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data in various databases can provide biologically relevant conclusions [44]. In this study, we compared proteins'
topological characteristics between derived datasets of five widely used public PPI databases. In doing so, we
investigated the correlations of seven topological features in our five selected datasets; there were different
significant levels of topological correlation (weak, medium and one robust) between datasets.
The five databases compared here as resources of our datasets, have different number of proteins and
interactions. The mention of some points would shed light on such disparities about the size and entries of these
PPI databases. To start with, most of these resources are independently funded and pursue their goals in isolation
[28], and different curation policies have been implemented in each database. For instance, major PPI databases
such as HPRD, BioGRID and IntAct have different research interests, which result in mainly independent
annotation attempts; consequently, they contain complementary as well as redundant PPIs information [25].
Further to this, there are some noticeable issues overwhelming the representation of PPIs. The enormous space of
estimated human interctome which comprises nearly 130,000 – 650,000 protein interactions [45, 46], and an
inherently dynamic entity of interactome that varies among tissues, disparate cell process and environmental
conditions [47] play considerable roles in this scenario. Thus, it seems important to define and enforce standards
on the data formats to easily gather new PPIs information. Consistent with this, IMEx consortium agreed to
distribute selected journals, as references of curation, among the members and determined standards for curation
to increase curation coverage [28]. DIP, MINT and IntAct have created this consortium. HPR has not followed
the consortium standards, but stays as largest human repositories, and BIND include informative piece of data
that have been only deposited on this database; however, it is no longer active.
The noticeable point in our results was that, all studied topological features of common proteins, except
clustering coefficient, have correlation in two databases, DIP and IntAct, which both follow the IMEx common
curation policies. Although, MINT database is another major contributor of this consortium, there were only
three significant correlations for topological features of common proteins between MINT and IntAct dataset and
no significant correlation between MINT and DIP dataset.
Generally, we found nearly weak and medium significant correlations for seven topological features of shared
proteins between five datasets. In this point of degree, significant correlations were more medium (four medium
versus one nearly robust and one weak significant correlations) between all datasets. Among IMEx contributors,
DIP and Intact had medium significant correlation, but MINT did not have significant correlations with DIP and
IntAct; MINT had medium significant correlations with HPRD and BIND databases which both have followed
different curation approaches in terms of MINT database. IntAct had a medium significant correlation with
BIND and nearly weak correlation with HPRD. The only robust significant correlation (0.79) of degree was
found between HPRD and BIND.
It seems different strategies have been implemented to organize PPIs in each database. In view of this, databases
have different approaches to describe reported interactions from different species. For instance, HPRD is a
human-centric database that modeled interactions onto human, whereas IMEx databases reported the exact
protein species in the used experiment. In addition, the depth of curation also differs in databases as some
databases may partially curate the literature to extract only the content of their special area of interest, like
InnateDB and HPRD [26]. A recent report suggested that the agreement between two databases was about 42%
for curated interactions and 62% in protein identifications when they used the same publication as a curation
resource. Some difficulties have been mentioned for this matter : divergent organism assignments, the use of
alternative protein identifiers and different representations of complexes [25]. With respect to the mentioned
issues, our results were not far from the expectance in which some medium significant correlations of degree
were found between different datasets.
The rest of topological features showed only a few numbers of medium and weak significant correlations in five
datasets. DIP and IntAct had medium significant correlations in three features: betweenness, average shortest
pathlength and topological coefficients, but they had two nearly weak correlations in closeness centrality and
eccentricity. MINT, as another IMEx contributor, had three nearly weak significant correlations for average
shortest pathlength, closeness centrality and eccentricity with only IntAct database. Besides, MINT had one
medium significant correlation of betweenness and one nearly weak correlation of topological coefficient with
HPRD. IntAct and HPRD showed three medium significant correlations in betweenness, clustering coefficient
and topological coefficient, and they also had two nearly weak correlations for average shortest pathlength and
closeness centrality. DIP and HPRD had two nearly weak correlations for eccentricity and topological
coefficient. BIND had only one nearly weak correlation of betweenness with HPRD. Overall, two paired
databases, DIP- IntAct and HPRD- IntAct had the more number of significant correlations for seven topological
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features, whereas BIND had the least number of topological features correlations with others. It may be related to
this matter that BIND database is no longer active. Lastly, the results emphasized this point that topological
features in human PPI network are network-dependent.
Although the use of PPI data is so helpful to get invaluable information about molecular biology, the wrong use
of these data may lead to fallacious conclusions. The analysis of topological features is so informative about the
network structure, which help to elucidate many molecular processes underlying diseases. For instance, hub
proteins are often targeted for the identification of possible lethal genes [48, 49], the development of novel drugs
[50] or network disruption [51]. The study of betweenness as another feature suggests that even proteins with
few interaction partners occupy important intermediate positions in network [52]. Therefore, the more reliable
results would be convened from the study of Proteins' topological features if these features undergo fewer biases
under the data assembling policies in the database. Since PPI databases are incomplete, some studies merged PPI
databases to investigate the topological features [15, 17] and some did not [53]. To our knowledge, although the
merge of PPIs on databases increase the number of interacting proteins, it may also increase the bias in
topological features. Therefore, it should take into account for selection of PPI data in order to study topological
characteristics.

CONCLUSIONS
Human PPI data can provide informative discretions of biological processes within cells, and due to this fact
their applications have elevated in various aspects of biomedical researches. However, taking care of their
accuracy is very important. Human PPI networks can be captured from some major experimentally deposited PPI
databases which have not followed the same approaches to obtain PPI data. Therefore, this issue should be
considered as an impediment to merge human PPI data form different databases in order to study network
structure especially their topological features. Our results showed that there is more number of weak correlations
of proteins' topological features between these public databases than medium ones; however, one significant
strong correlation of degree has been seen between two PPI databases. It can be concluded that human proteins'
topological features in current PPI databases are relatively dependent on the used databases. Although integration
of different human PPI data might be an advantage because of increased coverage, it may result in more
ambiguous interpretation of proteins topological features. Our results may help to select one database or more
than one even if merging is your opinion.
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